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The Mllltimission Ground Data_Sy~tcm (M~l>S) at NASA’s Jet Propulsion I.ab has
I)rought improvements and new technologies to mission operations. It was designed as a
I:cncrjc. ~ata SYStCm to Incet !h~~ nCCdS of multip]c missions and avoid rc-inventing
capabllltlcs for each ncw m]ss]on and thus reduce costs. It is based on adaptable tools
(hat can be customized to supporl different missions and operations scenarios. “J’hc
MGIIS is based on a distributed architccturc, with powerful LJNIX workstations,
incorporating standards and open system architectures. “1’hc distributed architecture
allows remote operations and user science. data exchange, while also providing
capabilities for centralized ground system mo]]itor and control. ‘] ’he MGI)S has proved
its capabilities in supporting multiple large-c]ass missions simultaneously, inclu(iing the
Voyager, (ialilco, Magcllan, lJlysscs, and Mars Observer missions.
As the paradigm shifts to smaller/chcapcr/faster missions, JP1. is now cha]lcngccl to
provide low-cost grouncl data systems being operated by small, autonomous flight teams.
(“;an our advanced MGDS be adapted for usc within this new paradigm?
The Operations Engineering 1,ab (OFil,) at JPI, has been leading Customer Adaptation
‘J’raining (CAT) teams for adapting and cus[omiz,ing MGDS for the spacecraft operations
teams of the Mars Observer and ~Ja]i]e(I missions. These CAT teams have typically
consisted of only a few engineers who arc familiar with operations and with the MGDS
software and architecture. Our experience has provided a unique opportunity to work
directly with the spacecraft an(i science operations teams and understand their
requirements and how the MCJI)S can be adapted and customix,ecl to rninimiz,c their
c)pcrations costs. As part of this work, wc have dcvclopcd automation tools and
integrated user interfaces at minimal cost that have significantly improved procluctivity.
We have also proved that these customized data systems arc most successful if they arc
focused on the people and the tasks they perform and if they arc based upon user
confidence in the team resulting from daily interactions.
‘l-his paper will describe techniques, successes, and lessons learned in adapting JPL’s
MGDS to fly the Voyager, Galileo, and Mars observer missions. We will explain how
powerful, existing ground data systems can be aclaptcd and packaged in a cost effective
way for operations of small planetary missions. We will also clcscribc how the MGDS
was adapted to support operations within the (ialilco Spacecraft Tcstbed. The Galileo
tcstbcd provided a unique opportunity to adapt MGI)S to support command and control
operations for a smal] autonomous operations team of a handful of engineers flying the
(ialilco Spacecraft flight system model.

